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Project: Victor Gama - SOL(t)O 
Solo performance, music / arts 
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Performer: Victor Gama (toha, acrux, dino, lap-top, electronics) 

 

Press 
“Gama creates a wonderful set of noises in which you can trace African, European and South American 
overtones, in addition to the classical minimalism of Nyman, Arvo Part or Glenn Branca.”    
           fRoots 
 
“Given a world wide release via Aphex Twin’s Rephlex label, Pangeia Instrumentos is dedicated to a fuller 
exploration of this music maker’s work …”           
           The Wire 
Gama’s music reveals an extraordinary sonic world with echoes of Californian minimalism.  
           Songlines, UK 
 
“...In performance, Gama's meditative solo pieces for the metallic acrux evoked both the Balinese gamelan and Cage's prepared 
piano, while his studies for the gleaming toha had the sophisticated simplicity of Howard Skempton or Ludovico Einaudi....” 
            
           Guardian 
 

Carnegie Hall, New York 
March 2010 
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SOL(t)O is a multimedia solo show by Victor Gama featuring pieces for Acrux, 
Toha and Dino, from the Pangeia Instrumentos series of contemporary musical 
instruments, and projected footage from his Tectonik:TOMBUA project in the 
Namibe desert.  
 
In SOL(t)O, Victor Gama develops a sound palette with his instruments that square the circle between 

Gamelan music, the work of turn of the century composers such as Eric Satie, and the music of the 

twentieth century minimalists Steve Reich, Michael Nyman or Arvo Part. Performing the instruments 

he has created, the Pangeia Instrumentos, name of the critically-acclaimed album produced by Aphex 

Twin, Gama pushes the envelop of folk based structures while mixing sounds from his lap-top and 

electronic loop stations.  

SOL(t)O is a multimedia show that has recently been presented in major international venues such as 

the Carnegie Hall in New York, the Dinkelspiel Hall in California or the Centro Cultural de Belém in 

Lisbon, along the celebrated Kronos Quartet. 

In the past few years Victor Gama has created a well programmed and exciting live show in which his 

instrumental virtuosity and creative chemistry has captured audiences across the world. His show 

SABC Studios, Cape Town 
South Africa, July 2009 
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appeals as much to the mainstream world music crowd as to avant-garde, improvised music and 

electronica audiences.   

 
Victor Gama 
Victor Gama has been steadily building an impressive array of instruments since the early-'90s. Slightly 

visually reminiscent of the Swiss-Brazilian instrument builder Walter Smetak's creations in the '40s, 

'50s, and '60s, and sonically somewhat related to Harry Partch's more widely celebrated constructions 

and compositions, Victor Gama’s concerts, exhibitions and workshops have been presented all over 

the world at festivals, cultural centres, galleries and institutions such as the Royal Opera House in 

London, Harbourfront Centre in Toronto, Fundação Serralves in Portugal, the Carnegie Hall in New 

among many others. Gama collaborates with Naná Vasconcelos on the Berimbau-Ungu project and is 

part of the Folk Songs Trio with William Parker and Guillermo E. Brown. He has recently premiered his 

new piece Vela 6911 commissioned by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and MusicNOW in Chicago. 

His piece Rio Cunene exclusively written for The Kronos Quartet has been premiered at Carnegie Hall 

in March 2010. 

Main recent shows: 

5 March 2012, with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Chicago 

2, 3, September, Royal Opera House, London 

15 November, Fundación Carlos D'Amberes, Madrid 
20 January 2013, with the Gulbenkian Orchestra, Lisbon 

6 March 2013, Killian Hall, MIT, Boston 

 
Contacts: PangeiArt – Assoc. Cult. 

 Tel:  +/351/91 270 66 12 

 e-mail: pangeiart@gmail.com 
Web: www.victorgama.org 
 http://www.myspace.com/victorgamamusic 
 www.pangeiainstrumentos.org 

   



VICTOR GAMA / PANGEIA INSTRUMENTOS  

Technical Specifications 

Masking :
- Black box formation. 
- Flat black floor is preferable.

Type of venue required :
- Traditional theatre venues, intimate, seating. Other sites like churches or open
air theaters possible with proper technical conditions.

Personnel : 
- One lighting operator
- One sound operator

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:

Sound : 
- two (2) short stands
- two condenser mics
- Three (3) stage monitors
- Mixing console with a minimum of 16 inputs
- four (4) DI boxes
- Multi-effects processor with reverbs, TC Electronics, Lexicon or similar.

Lighting (generally needed but adaptable to existing equipment) : 
- Control console
- 8 Profile
- 8 PC or Fresnels
- 8 Par
- One dimmer reserved for light inside instrument (normal 220V 60 w lamp)



Video
- DVD player
- Projector 3000 to 6000 lumen
- Wide angle projector lens if possible and necessary to cover whole area of

stage wall
- Stage screen from stage level to grid level and as wide as possible

Other
- one (1) piano stool
- two (2) black round cushions for seating (aprox. 15 cm high)

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS PROVIDED BY THE
ARTIST :

Ground Plan
Three (3) AKG contact condenser mics
Two (2) pedal effect processors
Lap-Top computer (on stage floor)

PLEASE NOTE THIS LISTING IS A GUIDELINE.
The tech plot  is generally easily adaptable to the existing equipment.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT Victor Gama.
pangeiart@gmail.com



GROUND PLAN

Audience

Instrument 2
Two condenser mics provided

One contact mic provided
Coushion, 2 DI boxes required

Instrument 3

One contact mic  (provided)
Coushion; effx pedal (provided)

2 DI boxes required

Instrument 1
One contact mic (provided)
Light inside (provided) to go

through dimmer to fade in and out
1 Chair; 1 effx pedal (provided)

2 DI boxes required
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